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Epidemiologiodl payohlatryis a diaolpline eseential fo r  the progre88 of lmowldge about 

the natum of mental dieoniera. 

I t a  development has been supported by several trends in madem psychiatry. Among these 

are the interest  in the role of sooial and emlmnmntrl faotora in mental pathology, the 

wish to provide quantitative evidence with the help of a ta t i s t iaa l  methods rridely u t i l i m d  

in d m r a p h y  and in quantitative payahology. the progrew d e  in payohirtrio therapy and 

themfore the need to aswsa obJeatively the offiaaoy of tmataants. the nooessity to  organIra 

prevention, aare and assishnoe to mentally ill pamaam on the baala of pmoiw kwwldgo 

of made. 

!Chore are, howover, d i f f i m l t i e s  in  tho rpplloatian of the e p ~ o l o g i o a l  methad. The 

oost md oompludty of &ma aurveys and the meid fo r  spaold  of tho lnvestigatorrr 

haw often been respolMible fo r  tha bis8ppointment o r  f r i lu re  of thono nho haw \cndeFhkan 

Bsuch remaroh without auffioimt p n p u r t i a n .  

Th. intoreat payahiatriat8 have in epiddology ha8 alw been a h a m  by tho traditional 

p8YOhhtrio up O f  -S OOllntrad OXl thh diniodl d . 8 0 r i ~ o I l  O f  a-8. ud pXUO0-i.d 

with individual pa t i a t8  rather tb.n w l t h  t&e ma88 phsaoana of the dimaae o r  rrith the 

lvkual history of mental disonier~.  SJRtaatio reoonlhg, during a long period, of selectad 

data, learing mi& tho- rrhioh aumot k oon8ide.d auffloiently valid, and obserPing mlaple 

yet otr io t  rule8 of ntatiatiorr in o d o r  to make comp.riaom o r  evaluntiona, am, in geneml, 

effort8 tint a ol in iohn a m  only aoooql1.h after r Suttioiently long period of tminhg. 

* Re.uroh D i r e a t o r .  Roaearah Unit on the EpidaPliology of marital Diaoz-ders. M r ,  



For all these reasons, psychologists, sociologists, statisticians and speclalists in 

other health problems have often shown interest before, or in place of psyuhlatrists In 

problems of the frequency of mental disorders and in the factors which determine their 

appearance, their evolution and their distribution. 

Definition and obJeotives of epidemiolony 

Epidemiology has been defined as the discipline nhlch studies the frequency and dis- 

tribution of illnesses in spaae and t h e  within a given population. 

Classically, the objectives of epidemiological psychiatry are as follows : 

1. To establish the frequency and distribution of different typ@s of mental disorders in 

the population or in particular groups of the population. 

2. To discover relationships between certain characteristics of the individuals or the 

environment and the disorders seen and, by this discovery, to prograss in our knowledgQ about 

factors whioh influence the appearance, evolution and distribution of the different types 

of mental disorders. 

3. To verify hypotheses formulated In clinical or laboratory studies using a sufficient 

number of cases to pennit statistical analysis. 

4. To measure rates of recovery and remission in order to Judge the effioacy of preventive 

or treatment measures. 

Frequency and riak faotors 

The determination of prevalence and incidenoe of mental disorders by 8urveys of populations 

is usually considered to be one of the major aims of epidemiological psychiatry, However, 

although the literature contains nuneraus theoretical descriptions of the methodology to be 

used for such surveys, the practical possibilities of uarrying them out are muah mom modest. 

There are only a few authors, in a small number of oountries, who have sucoeedad in establish- 

ing rates nfiich have not been open to great criticism. 

Various praatioal difficulties have to be overcome in carrylng out surveys. The first 

of these is the low rate of mental disorders, espeolally psychows, and the consequent necessity 

of exarnMag a large number of subjeats. The need to utilize oaaplex methods of investigation 

In order to obtain certain psychiatric data and the requirement that the w e y  should be oom- 

plated In  a short period of tima often make it difficult to f M  a sufficient number of 



competent investigators. Research on frequency of mental disorders often falls short of the 

requirements to examine a sufficiently large sample of tha population, with methods of 

satisfactory quality. 

The demonstration of risk faotors - genetioal, somatic and p~yohologiaal~ social and 
environmental - Is another main aim of epidemiology. 

The risk of appearance of an illness is studied in etiologioal research and the risk of 

an unfavourable evolution of a disease (complioations, chronicity, death) is studied in 

researoh with prognostic and therapeutic aims. 

The number of subjects does not need to be as large for research on risk faotors as it 

does for researoh on frequency, beoause the former oan ba oduoted by oamparhg two groups 

p f  subjects. Also, by makine a Judicious ohoioe of factors to be studied, tha m8thodS of 

investigation can be kept simple and less speoirliled investigators than those for clinical 

investigations can be used. 

Etiological research aims at the discovery or confirmation of the existonos of statistiaally 

significant relationships between the disorders and aertaln oharaoteristios of the patient or 

the environment. The causal oonnexion W o h  is suggested by these relationahips oan only be 

confirmed by experimental maearoh when, the etiologioal faotor la oontrolled. 

Prognostic arxi therapwtio remaroh have bo- -re important beoause ef the moessity 

to make thamst objaotive evaluation possible of the effect of new mathods of treatment, in 

partiuular ohemtherrpy. 

In swh studies the aim is to obtain knowledge about the factors whioh influence the 

-length of reoovery or disappearanae of sgmptolns, by nalPlg aompsrative evaluations of the rates 

of remFssion and reoovery. 

Therapeutic effeot oan only be adequately atudied when the patient grmps are homogenuus 

an8 when conditions of treatment are identioal for cufh individual patient. In certain cases 

it is neoesaary to have a control group not raoeiving tmtmant. The period of follow-up 

should be sufficiently long although not so long as to alter the oarpwbility of the obsem- 

tions, and specific and uniform orlWria should ba used to evaluate the results. 

In order to satisfy this requirement a mnnber of rating males have been developed which 

pennit a more obJeotive assesawnt of the nature of therapoutio results. 



Morbidity statistics 

Beoause of practical difficulties encountered In epidemiologioal investigations of the 

general population, morbidity statistics have continued to be used as an instrument for the 

estimation of the frequency of mental disorders. Naturally, if they are to serve this aim, 

their scope needs to be extended to mental. health services other than only the traditional 

psychiatric hospital. 

Morbidity statistics from hospitals have for long been our only source of knowledge about 

psychiatric morbidity In a population. Many have justly critioized the value of hospital 

statistics for the study of the frequency of mental disorders in the conmmity. 

The nature of diso~-ders and the number of patients ~ent to psychiatric hospitals depend 

upon mang factors, Including the social environment, the existing services for health care 

and assistance, current legislation, the attitude of the population towards mental illness 

and tha nature of treatment used. 

In fact, hospitalized patients always represent only a part, more or less large, of the 

ill population. Certainly, the probability of hospitalization for patients suffering from 

some tgpes of disorder is great, and in these oases, the rate of first admissions into 

psyohiatric establiahsments could be proposed as a basis for the estimation of the frequenoy 

of new oases. However, for many other disorders, the probability of hospitaliurtion is low 

or even non-existent . 
Thase shortoomings of hospital shtistios for the assessment of psychiatric morbidity 

together with the increasing diversification of In-patient and out-patient services led to 

the development of more comprehensive statistical systems. 

In such system there are, in addition to the records of patients in psychiatric hospitals 

or in psyohiatrio departments In  general hospitals, data about patients treated In out-patient 

facilities (day hospitals, dispensaries), by private specialists, by non-speoialized health 

and welfare services and by general practitioners. 

The recording of statistical data about non-hospitalized patients or those managed in 

the non-specialist sector meets a number of difficulties. Among them a m  problems of detemMng 

the beginning and end of out-patient treatment and of recording single or infrequent treatment 

interventions; and in the non-speoialized facilities, the problems of identifloation of cases. 



In  data analysis this neoesssry extension of ooveraga of psyohiatrio morbidity s t a t i s t i c s  

creates particular teofinioal problems. It ale0 oalls  for  the oentnilization of infomattion 

in a single institution. This is tha only way t o  avoid double oounting, i.a., counting a s  

disoreet cases, over a given period, patients dim have oome into oontmot with servioas more 

than onoe or  have oontaoted more than m e  servioa. 

The notion of morbidity. Definition of a oase 

The evolustion of ideas about epidemio1ogioa.l Mi s s  and morbidity atat iat ioa has made 

it possible to defina the oonoept of morbidity from mental disorder6 and the or i ter ia  fo r  

the de fh i t ion  of a case. 

The problem is relatively simple a s  long a s  only data about patients in tFeatIUent are 

used. It is muoh mom oomplex when the atudies are carried out in tha ganerrl population. 

The oases whloh are in msdical treatment oonstitute the known, d e s t  morbidity. mey 

represent the spontaneous demand by the population. In mental hsilth, more than in a l l  other 

disoipllnes, this manifest morbidity depends, not only on tha frequenoy of disorders but also 

on the p o s s i b i l i t i e ~  of oam and asaistsnoe available to the population a s  -11 a8 the 

population's lwal of aduoation and howledge about mental health problems. 

I f  admissian to treatment is daoided by a s p e a l a l i ~  mental health agenoy available to 

a population, a patient admitted may be oanrridered (a priori)  as payaNstrio. On the other 

hand, i f  an inquiry a h  a t  eatablishiag the inqumoy of medal  disorders in patients taken 

into medioal cm i n  a non-payohlatrio faoil i ty,  fo r  exmple, in gpnaral madioal servioas or 

by general praotitioners, it is noessary to define the or i t e r i r  -ah will  help t o  deoida 

-oh individuals are to be oountod as mentally ill. 

I f  the aim of an epidemiologioal investigation is to measure the frequncy of mental 

d i s o r d ~ ~ 8  in the geneI'd p0pUhtion O r  in mi0Uhl' group of th. poPUhtia, it beOODBS 

neoessary to examine individuals who have never been in psyohlatrlo au*t. srd indipidusls lrho 

have never requaatad a psyohiatrio o d t a t i o n ,  but who w i l l  be Mo*n to suirer from mental 

disorder. m e  total of these Wividuala constitutes the latent part of psyohiatrio morbidity. 

It is a t  this point that the definition of a oase poses most problem. The definition 

usad m y  be reatriotive, baaed on o r i t e r i r  -oh a m  emluaively medlodl (requiring f o r  example 

the p r e m o e  of disorders ohss i f lable  in one of the oategortes of a olaasifioation of mental 

disorders), or  extensive, taking into oonaideration. i n  addition ts m e d i d  oritaria, 



such criteria as maladjustment in family, professional or social life. Usually, both tapes 

of criteria (psychopathological and behavioural or adaptive) are used. 

All these difficulties become even larger if the investigation is concerned with the 

frequency of non-psychotic disorders, because in these disorders the problem of differentiating 

between normal and pathological is more difficult and controversial. 

In 1960, a WHO Expert Comnittee suggested that in order for an individual to be considered 

as a psychiatric case, them should be : 

"a manifest disturbance of mental functioning, specific enough in clinioal character 
to be consistently recotpieable as conforming to a clearly defined stpn&ard pattern 
and severe enough to aause loss of working or sooidl capacity, or both, of a degree 
which can be specified in tams of absence from work or of the taking of legal or 
other social actiont' .* 

Evaluation of activity 

A new area of epidemiology, evaluative research, has been greatly developed over the last 

few years. It focusses on the study of function and effeotiveness of different types of 

services. Amongst the objectives of this research are : the optimization of use of the exist- 

ing resources, the rationalization of budgetary expenditure and the periodic assessment of 

treatment progranmes. 

Epidemiologioal research has oontributed to the development of interest in evaluative 

reseed by showing that the type and activities of the servioes o m  influenoe the prevalence 

of mental disorders and risk factors. At one time in epidemiology, one rras frequently content 

to compare the number of patients to the number of lndivid~mls in the population. More 

recently it became apparent that it is indispensable t o m  that the psychiatric services 

available to the populations compared a m  analogous. 

Standardization of methods of observation and classification 

Whatever methods are used or goals aimed at by epidemiological researah. it is flmiamental 

that the data to be studied are standardimd. 

Standardization m y  be defined as the totality of methods d o h  leads to the acquisition 

of comparable data. The prog~amne of research on the standardization of psyohiatric diagnosis, 

classification and statistics, pursued s h e  1% by the Offioe of Mental Health of WHO 

* 
( ) WHO Expert Comaittee on Mental Health (1960) Eighth Report. Gpidamiology of Mental Disorders. 
Wld Hlth Org. Teohn. Rep. Ser. No.185, p.16 



has clearly demonstrated the problems posed by the standardization of methods of classifica- 

tion and has shown that before undertaking the classification of diagnostic data, it is 

necessary to standardize the methods by dich such data are obtained. 

For a long time psychiatrists were trying to propose classifioations which reflect 

explanatory theories of the origin and nature of mental disorders. One of the merits of 

epidemiology is that it has shown that a classification of mental disorders is an instrument 

of commmication which should above all, permit comparisons. Such an i n s t m n t  should 

allow a simple olassification of cases according to the nature of the disorders. At the 

same time, this classification should not, in so far as is possible, depend on the convictions 

of the psychiatrist about pathogenesis of the disorders. 

To fulfil these conditions, a classification shouldcon&t of a limited number of staridard- 

ized categories. 

During the last few years the classification of dia@~ostic data has also been improved 

by the introduction of multiaxial classification systems, notably for psychiatria disorders 

in childhood. 

One such system has been developed and presented at a WHO Seminar on the diagnosis and 

classification of mental disorders in ahildhocd (Paris, 1967). It contains three axes which 

allow the separate recording of symptomstology, level of intelligence and etiological data. 

In this particular case, standardization is necessary for the categories of each of these axes. 

The standardization of diagnostic categories of a modern classification of mental disorders 

is achieved by adding to it a glossary which gives a mmmary description of the contents of 

each category or sub-category and contains the indispensable commentary adrlch helps the user 

to utilize the classification in a tmiform manner. 

The stadardization of methods of acquisition of the data necessary to make a diagnosis 

is obtained by the use of uniform schedules for intervie* and examination. It is only in 

this way that disagreements in the diagnostic classification of a case by several observers 

can be explained by a different interpretation of the (recorded) data rather than by differenaes 

in observation. Here too, the research programe of WHO has contributed greatly to the 

evolution of our knowledge. Using written case history exercises and videotaped interviews, 

the pmgranme has permitted the development of experimental studies of tha diagnostic proaess 



in many countries of the world and laid the basis for standardized methods of observation. 

Standardization is nct cnly necessary for the recording of diagnostic data : it must also 

be applied to other types of epidemiological data. It is, for example, indispensable to define 

and to standardize criteria of health and illness used in mental health research, social factors 

such as professional aativities or the social class used in studies of risk faators, and criteria 

for the evaluation of results in studies of treatment effects. 

In this way, as ~sychiatric epidemiology has aeveloped, in spite of ankinds of difficulti- 

the concepts from which it began have also evolved. 

The improvement of the quality and comparability of data by the use of standardiaed methods 

of observation and classification, in particular in the area of diagnosis, the extension of 

morbidity statistics so as to cover the whole range of psychiatrio in-patient and out-patient 

services, the demonstration of etiological and prognostic risk faators, the results of evaluative 

research, %re some of the examples, of the contributions the evolution of ideas in epidemiology 

made to the progress of our knowledge on the frequency, origin, evolution and the treatment of 

mental disorders. 


